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“There are three responses to a piece 
of design – yes, no, and WOW! Wow is the one 

to aim for.” - MILTON GLASER



Heritage Cabinetry & Design

Our showroom is located near the historic Presidio Plaza in 
Downtown Santa Barbara. For over a decade we've made it 
our business to provide high quality custom cabinetry and             
exceptional design services. As kitchen and bath experts we 
are able to transform your home into a beautiful & functional 
space. Whether you are a renovation newbie or seasoned pro, 
we can help. With countless options available, you can be  
cecertain to find what you need.  

As long time Santa Barbara residents, our designers           
understand what homeowners expect in terms of quality,       
selection and customization. Having partnered with some of 
the best vendors in our industry we are able to deliver 
state-of-the-art accessories, materials and finishes that will 
truly transform your space. Our 35 years of combined      
knowledge is what guarantees an excellent experience from 
stastart to finish, and our customer service is what brings clients 
back year after year.

Part of what makes Heritage Cabinetry & Design special is our 
ability to create a design that reflects each client individually 
because no two homes, or clients, are alike. Let us bring your 
dream to life and show you a few surprises along the way. We 
can’t wait to hear more about your project!
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Would you like to meet at your home or at our showroom?

Do we need to take measurements or do you have a set of architectural 
plans we can look at?

What areas of the home are you remodeling?
Kitchen __________   Bathroom __________    Other __________

Is there a particular style you are interested in?

ContemporaContemporary __________   Traditional __________    Coastal __________

Industrial __________   Craftsman __________   Other __________ 

 
Have you found a contractor that you are going to work with?

Are you hoping to make structural changes to the space?

Thinking Thinking about your existing space, are there any elements currently not  
functioning that you would like to see changed? Anything you want to  
reincorporate into the new space?

Is this your first time tackling a renovation?

Do you have images saved online that you are able to share with us prior 
to the meeting? Feel free to send a link to info@heritagecabs.com

Would you like recommendations for other trade professionals?

HaHave you thought about your budget for the project?

 

A FEW QUESTIONS TO GET YOU STARTED AND 
PREPPED FOR YOUR ONE ON ONE APPOINTMENT

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

IN-HOME | SHOWROOM





For decades, designers have subscribed to the idea that 
your sink, main cooking source and refrigerator must be 
within a certain distance of one another for maximum 
efficiency. We’re here to tell you: there’s a better way!

We are often asked, “Can we do that?”. When it comes to 
color, textures and functionality we can be as trendy, 
creative or unique as you want to be. Mixing metals: 
absolutely! Multiple colors : absolutely! Redefining the  

standard is what we are all about. 

Goodbye Work Triangle

Rule #1: There Are No Rules

Aesthetics play a major role in enjoying one’s home. But 
how you are able to function in the space should also be 
a part of planning process. Our designs incorporate 
many modern organizational components that making 

cooking and living in your space a breeze. 

Blending Form & Function

Today’s homes are more open concept and encourage 
the family to participate in group activities. By designing 
with work zones the kitchen becomes a place where 

multiple people can efficiently cook, entertain and relax.

Hello Work Zones

the                kitchenMODERN
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Almost Black

Merlot

Underseas

Woodlawn Blue

Sea Serpant

Grey Screen

Weston FlaxWeston Flax

Aloof Grey

Folkstone

Wallflower



Our Heritage Collection offers 
ten unique door styles and 
color options. Each component 
has been carefully curated to 
highlight modern styling and 
color trends. 

You can pair any of the colors You can pair any of the colors 
with any of the doors giving 
you 100 variations from the 
single collection.

All our of doors are produced All our of doors are produced 
with the highest quality woods 
and exotic veneers. This superb 
craftsmanship is what allows  
our manufacturers to provide 
each of our clients with lifetime 
warranties on their materials. 

Door Style: Mesa, with Rift Walnut

An unique collection of bespoke 
doors available exclusively 

for our clients. 

Heritage
Distinctly



Stearns

Mission Gaucho

East Beach Moxi

Coast VillageSummerland

Arlington

Los Padres
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Soft and subtle tones. Unlike years past when a neutral 
was thrown onto every surface, we are now seeing the 
use of contrasting textures to create visual interest. For 
instance, bright metals like chrome or nickel, and mirror 
backsplash to reflect light. While all the materials are 
still very neutral, they are also elegant and intriguing.

Lighting is a very important element of design that can 
be often overlooked. It plays a large role in the actual 
functionality of your home, but can also help accent 
some of the beautiful components that were thoughtfully 
selected for your design. Under cabinet lighting, island 
pendant fixtures and in cabinet lighting are just a few 
areas to consider.

White cabinetry will always being classic because it’s 
crispness allows other elements to stand out and be 
featured. What’s exciting though, is the ability to add 
bright, punchy colors as accents into the space. Jewel 
tones are popular and contrast well against a soft 
white palette. 

Utilizing natural stone to accent and define specific 
areas. The use of the “waterfall” edge on a countertop
surface is great. Not only do you see more of the 
actual stone surface, but it gives some grounding to an 
otherwise large object. 

“The details are not the details, 
they make the design.”

Charles Eames

Stylish & Trendy
How to incorporate trends and
still create a timeless space.



are saying about their experience

WHAT
REAL

CLIENTS



I was all set with cabinets that I had chosen from another source
when I came to Heritage and saw their sample cabinets on display. 
It became very evident to me that they have the knowledge to find 
me cabinets and help me design a kitchen that I really loved, not
just a functional kitchen. Our designer opened my eyes to possibilities 
for making my small kitchen unique.

Sandy

Heritage’s professionalism, artistic 
perspective, and comprehensive 
and practical knowledge of the 
cabinetry field, made my kitchen 

remodeling project proceed 
smoothly for me. 

Elizabeth



Heritage was the most attentive showroom we 
interviewed when shopping around for kitchen 
cabinet designers. Our designer welcomed all 
of our ideas as well as contributing her 
expertise. Because we were new to our area, 
they were instrumental in helping us locate 
reputable vendors in our area who could 
enhance our kitchen maenhance our kitchen makeover. We could not 
have had a better experience!

Julie





After all the planning. After all the 
old has been removed. After all the 
construction has been completed, 
we finally get to  celebrate the   
finished product. There is no better 
feeling than walking into our clients 
homes and seeing them grin from 
ear-to-ear. ear-to-ear. 

As designers, we love getting to 
know each of our clients and feel 
fortunate to be a part of their   
renovation. Design is more than just 
selecting the “perfect” materials, it’s 
about changing someone’s life 
which is why we are so passionate 
about what we do.about what we do.

“This isn’t happily ever 
after. It’s so much more than 

that.” - Kiera Cass

Design
Portfolio











Take the next step in bringing your dream to life 
and schedule your complimentary consultation. 

We look forward to meeting you!

Let’s Get
Started



222 E Canon Perdido St, Ste 206
Santa Barbara CA 93101

(805) 722-7042 | info@heritagecabs.com
www.heritagecabs.com


